In the surveillance state of Watch Dogs Legion, hiding your face is life or death.

As a DedSec member in the heart of a near future London, anonymity is key to your survival while fighting the powers of oppression dragging the city down.

This guide will give you a head start on creating your own DedSec mask to keep your identity secure.

Welcome to the DedSec resistance!
HOLOGRAPHIC TARGETING GUIDANCE SYSTEM
HOVERED DISPLAY OVER GOLD TINTED GOGGLES

GOLD Trim Clamps, Straps and Buttons

Goggles and Mouth Guard Straps
Light Grey Leather

Gold Plated Flight Goggles
Combination of Leather, Silver and Gold

Solid Rubber Mouth Guard
Dark Olive Green Press-Formed

Magnetic Mic and Protected Wire
Metal w/ Gold Accents and Rugged Canvas on Wire

Leather Head Covering & Belt Straps
Dark Olive on Main Head Portion and Brown Leather Straps

Watch Dogs Legion
JOIN THE RESISTANCE
#WATCHDOGS